and sup (SN(x) -F(x)) N*.
-00 < X < 00 Kolmogorov [12] proved in a famous paper in 1933 that for X > 0 Kolmogorov converts in his proof to a generalization of the Central Limit theorem, whereas Smirnov's theorem was a corollary to a more intricate theorem. But the two formulae can be proved by reciprocal methods. They have also been proved by Feller [11] and by Doob [10] and Donsker [9] . Feller made use of characteristic functions and Doob employed stochastic processes. Smirnov [22] found in 1944 the first terms of the asymptotic expansion for the probability in II and an exact formula for finite N. Chung [7] and Blackman [5] , [6] were successful in finding the asymptotic expansion for the probability in I.
A 
For X^0 all limits are 0. The convergence is uniform in X in all cases.
If the number of jumps of F(x) is countably infinite, a further limit process has to be made in which at first only the highest jumps of F(x) are taken into ac¬ count. The two limit processes can be interchanged, because <i>(X) and 3>+(X) are continuous functions of the values of F(x) at the points of discontinuity. Hence further difficulties do not arise in this, the most general case. We will prove Theorem 1 for the case of a distribution function for which the inequalities
are valid. The results must then hold for any distribution function with n jumps, because both sides of (1) depend continuously on the/'s. If the random variable X has the distribution function F(x), then Y = F(X) is also a random variable, the distribution of which has to fulfill
and, for /2"^y^/2,+i, , n, we obtain (7) S-2»-l PIS» fc2" I "I fc2y -11 n, and for the probability (9) we obtain (16) P<w=^-Qo*. The second probability in (26) cannot be smaller than the first one and the limit of the second probability depends continuously on the endpoints of the intervals of /. Therefore the two limits have to be equal. The convergence must be uniform in X, since $(X) is a bounded and continuous function. Hence P [sup | Sl(x) -x\< \N~h) xel tends to $(X) for all X and all sequences of N. In view of (7), this proves Theorem 1.
Theorem 2 can be proved in a similar manner. We now disregard the absolute value signs in the definition of S,* and ©,*. The summations in (10), (11) , (15) , (21) and (23) go from -co to XA7* and the lower boundaries for the partial sums in (22) 
limpf sup |*^Z^|<x»T*" *(x),
where MX) = 5Z ( -ifdl 
lim p\ sup^^-."/^< XiV-'l = *+(X),
lim P \ sup F{X)~8"{X)
The convergence is in both theorems uniform in X and for X^0 all limits are 0. i.e., [24] tends towards (17) oyf^+'i -^_ hn-1v fin-lv where a;_i = 0. 
